Spring 2009
Senior Thesis Titles

David Andersson
Supervisor: Kiku Adatto

This Train Is Not a Playground: The Urban Pranks of Improv Everywhere

Vinita Andrapalliyal
Supervisor: Adam Webb

Mao, campesinos and Adivasis:
Indigenous Recruitment among Naxalites and the Sendero Luminoso

Juan Arias
Supervisor: Jennifer Darrah

"Un pedacito de nuestra patria en Chicago": Understanding the ethno-spatial identity of Paseo Borícu and its implications for local, urban politics

Daniel Asher
Supervisor: Patti Lenard

Undocumented Injustice: 
The Moral Case for an Amnesty of America’s Undocumented Immigrants

Jessica Azani
Supervisor: Jal Mehta

Hypnotization or KIPPnotization? Looking at the Effects of the Knowledge is Power Program (KIPP) on Recent Alumni

Beverly Barnes
Supervisor: Min Zhou

Transnationalism and Identity among Chinese Youth in a New Era of Immigration
Thomas Barron  
Supervisor: Ted Macdonald  

*Neither Mercenaries Nor Quick Track Citizens: An Examination of the Motivations for Joining and Subsequent Service Experience of Non-U.S. Citizens in the US Army*

Alexandra Berry  
Supervisor: Darra Mulderry  

*"Yours for Women's Financial Progress": Self-Understanding of Women Bankers in Cleveland, 1922-1935*

Catherine Bevilacqua  
Supervisor: Darryl Li  

*Theorizing Dalit Women's Oppression: Toward an Emancipatory Understanding of Caste and Gender in India.*

Hattie Bluestone  
Supervisor: Stephen Marglin  

*The Milk in the Pail*

Lewis Bollard  
Supervisor: John McMillian  

*Three Cages: The Animal Rights Movement and Corporate Culture*

Kerry Bradford  
Supervisor: Amber Dawn Moulton  

*Real South: Confederate Emigration to Brazil*

Joanna Bronowicka  
Supervisor: Melanie Adrian  

*Mobilizing Emotions: Threat of Deportation as Opportunity for Undocumented Immigrants in France*
Shai Bronshtein  
Supervisor: Matthew Baum  

Public Diplomacy and the Manipulation of Images

Kathryn Brubaker  
Supervisor: Aaron Mauck  

Compromising for Coverage: The Politics of the Massachusetts Health Reform

Jillian Bunting  
Supervisor: Michael Hiscox  

Consuming Passions: Exploring the Motivations Behind Local Food Consumption

Bianca Caban  
Supervisor: Van Tran  

“A Study of the Urban, United States Latino Identity”

Anthony Carlson  
Supervisor: Nara Dillon  

God and Man at Tianjing: Charisma and Rebellion in 19th Century China

Javier Castro  
Supervisor: Thomas Ponniah  

The Politics of Radical Democracy in the Zapatista Movement

Hannah Catabia  
Supervisor: Ed Schumacher-Matos  

Brazilian Immigrants and their Role in the Massachusetts Economy
Anne Chao  
Supervisor: Elanah Uretsky  

"Through Massage We Can Be Useful": Employment Opportunities for the Blind in China

Yi Chen  
Supervisor: Ted Macdonald  


Killian Clarke  
Supervisor: Jocelyn Viterna  

Saying "Enough!": Coalitional Social Movements and Authoritarian Regimes

Shane Donovan  
Supervisor: Lauren Rivera  

Climbing Solo: College Access for Low Income Students and Redefining the American Dream

Meredith Ewer-Speek  
Supervisor: Deb Cohan  

Home on the Range: Women’s Experiences of Partner Abuse in Rural Montana

Andrew Fine  
Supervisor: Tommie Shelby  

Directions Home: Martin Luther King, Jr. and a Politics of Love

Carlton Forbes  
Supervisor: Lili Zhang  

"Truly Exceptional Games:" Politics and the 2008 Beijing Olympics
Rebecca Friedman  
Supervisor: Tryg Thornveit  

*The Challenge of National Security Decision Making During Presidential Transitions*

Alejandro Gac-Artigas  
Supervisor: Sadhana Bery

*Beyond Bars: A Critique of Progressive Prison Reform*

Benjamin Ganzfried  
Supervisor: Avi Matalon

*The Politics of the New anti-Semitism*

Tyler Goin  
Supervisor: Robert Rotberg

*Examining Chinese Influence in Africa*

Andrew Gordon  
Supervisor: Nikolas Prevelakis

*Religious Faith from Nature or the Nomos: Critiquing Peter Berger’s Sociological Theory*

Robert Griffin  
Supervisor: Andrew Walsh

*The Harvard Glee Club: Formation in an All-Male Organization*

Claire Guehenno  
Supervisor: Patrice Higonnet

*Secularisms: Laïcité, Laïklik, and the Idea of a Christian heritage*
Neha Gupta  
Supervisor: Thomas Ponniah  

Institutions in an Information Society: India's Entrance into the Global Knowledge Economy

Samuel Hamilton  
Supervisor: Patti Lenard  

The Environmental Ethic and the Spirit of Nationalism

Shuo Huang  
Supervisor: Reed Ueda  

Going Home? The Decisions Behind Immigrating to China Amongst 1.5 and 2nd Generation Chinese-Americans

Layusa Isa-odidi  
Supervisor: Eric Beerbohm  

Universal Human Rights: Reconciling Theory with Practice

Hamilton James  
Supervisor: Sa'ed Ashtan  

From Corruption to Privatization: The Case of Jordan’s Aqaba Port

Kevin Jonke  
Supervisor: Robert Sampson  

Losing Faith in HOPE: The Unintended Consequences of HOPE VI in Boston's Public Housing

Victoria Kabak  
Supervisor: Laura Tach  

The Stability of Federal Low-Income Housing Policies
Michael Kalfayan  
Supervisor: Robert Fannion

‘The I-Banking Culture’: Why Students at an Elite University are Choosing to Pursue Careers in Finance

Ashoke Khanwalker  
Supervisor: Aaron Mauck

Challenges Faced by Health NGOs in Translating Moral Theories to Practice in the Area of Essential Medicines

Heidi Kim  
Supervisor: Ted Macdonald

“Evangelicals fighting AIDS: A Study of Rick Warren's Saddleback Church and its Emergence as Activist for Africa”

Alice Lee  
Supervisor: Terry Aladjem

Working title: Cultured Stations: Transforming Spaces through Public Art in the New York City Mass Transit System

Sussan Lee  
Supervisor: Nicole Newendorp

Daughter in Law: The Re-imagination of Korean Identity through International Marriage

Chelsea Lei  
Supervisor: Paulo Barrozo

A World of Crises: An Interpretive Social Theory of Crisis through Cross-Cultural and Translingual Comparison
Anne Levenson  
Supervisor: Thomas Ponniah  

*Social Cohesion in a Diverse Society*

Martin Liby-Alonso  
Supervisor: Steve Levitsky  

*Stuck in the Center: Understanding the Moderate Politics of the Socialist Party in Post-Pinochet Chile*

Deolinda Martins  
Supervisor: Patrick Hamm  

*Networked Government: A Study of Food Banks and their Relationships with the Public Sector*

Ralph Mayrell  
Supervisor: Nathan Fosse  

*The Framing of Welfare*

Kathryn McKinley  
Supervisor: Chris Sturr  

*Images of Wartime Violence: Emerging Technology and American Conceptions of Death and Dying*

Gilda Medina  
Supervisor: Mark Pachucki  

*Transnational Perceptions, From the Dominican Republic to the United States: Cultural Experiences and Health Systems*

Ariadne Medler  
Supervisor: Steve Levitsky  

*Agency and Constraint: Counterinsurgency strategy and international influence in Guatemala, 1978-1983*
Lev Menand  
Supervisor: Richard Tuck  

_Last First Principles: the Origins of Economic Science and the Neoclassical Assumptions of Human Behavior_

Andrew Miller  
Supervisor: Alastair Iain Johnston  

"_Contemporary Chinese Press Coverage of North Korea: Trusted Ally, Rogue State, or Something in Between?_"

Celeste Monke  
Supervisor: Bo-Mi Choi

_Reading the Reading:_  
_Between Ethics and Aesthetics in Interpretations of Hölderlin's Poetry by Theodor Adorno and Martin Heidegger_

Laura Moore  
Supervisor: Cameron Van Patterson

"_Evidence of Things Not Seen_":  
_Kara Walker, the Memory of Slavery, and the Critical Ontology of the Postmodern (Black) Self_

Sarah Mortazavi
Supervisor: Verity Smith

_Relief in Ribats: The proliferation of domestic violence shelters in the Middle East_

Laura Mumm
Supervisor: Anya Bernstein

_Harvard Students' Family Values, Career Expectations and Parental Influences_
Paul Nauert
Supervisor: Timothy McCarthy

"Community, Work, and Faith: The Contemporary Catholic Worker Movement and the American Left"

Timothy Neal
Supervisor: Deborah Boucoyannis

American Understandings of the "Enemy" during the Cold War and Beyond

Garrett Nelson
Supervisor: Joyce Chaplin

Towards the New Ruralism

Ryan Newbrough
Supervisor: Noah Dauber

Why We Fight: An Analysis of American Soldiers’ Writing From Iraq

Angelica Nierras
Supervisor: Joshua Wakeham

The New Deal's Federal Art Project and the Question of Democratic Art

Sara O'Rourke
Supervisor: Melanie Adrian

Political Representation as a Way of Integrating Marginal Identities into the National Narrative: The French Muslim Council

Boyce Owens
Supervisor: Andy Jewett

The Structure of Social Reaction: Critical Response and the Creation of “Parsonianism”
Ralph Paone
Supervisor: Bo-Mi Choi

*Montage materialism: Walter Benjamin's historical method as a response to Marx*

Ramya Parthasarathy
Supervisor: Asad A. Ahmed

*Rethinking the Divide: Secular Restraints on Religious Discourse in India's Electoral Sphere*

Lucas Paul
Supervisor: Roderick MacFarquhar

*In China's Defense: The Legitimization of the Chinese Communist Party*

Leila Perkins
Supervisor: Nicole Newendorp

*Shanghai Luxe: Consuming Modern Chinese Identity*

Julian Petri
Supervisor: Jona Hansen

*Naturalism and the Ethics of Social Action in the Thought of John Dewey and Hans Jonas*

Caroline Pierce
Supervisor: Anya Bernstein

*In Similar (and Different) Voices: Definitions of Success Among Students at Single-Sex Private Schools*

Francine Polet
Supervisor: Robert Rotberg

*China's role in empowering South Africans: can Chinese investments help South Africa grow?*
Morgan Radford  
Supervisor: Terry Aladjem  

*The Advantage of an Elite Education: Exploring the Effects of Self-Efficacy on the Current and Post-graduate Success of Students at Elite Universities*

Arthur Rebrovick  
Supervisor: Paulo Barrozo  

*Reworking Revolutionary Tradition(s) in Social Theory: A Dialogue with Hannah Arendt, Michel Foucault, and Roberto Mangabeira Unger*

Elissa Reidy  
Supervisor: Shawna Vican  

*An Examination of Public Perception of Ownership in Major League Soccer*

Keller Rinaudo  
Supervisor: David Ager  

*Strategy and Morality in Socially-Responsible Firms: Why Companies Do Good Things*

Robert Ross  
Supervisor: Ted Macdonald  

*Walking on Eggshells: Community Reconciliation and Reintegration Mechanisms for Returning Child Soldiers in Northern Uganda*

Juliet Samuel  
Supervisor: Peter Burgard  

*Modernity and the Eternal Return*

Randall Sarafa  
Supervisor: Marshall Ganz  

*Arab-American Repression: An Investigation of Richard Nixon's 'Operation Boulder'*
Lumumba Seegars  
Supervisor: James Sidanius

*Diversity and Academic Success: The role of intergroup contact in moderating stereotype threat for African Americans*

Aditi Sen  
Supervisor: Susan Fainstein

*Modernization or Makeover?: Urban Planning and Slum Redevelopment in Kolkata, India*

Shlomtzion Shaham  
Supervisor: Verity Smith

*The Conception and Treatment of Nonphysical Trauma in Alternative Healing Systems*

John Sheffield  
Supervisor: Steve Levitsky


Michael Soto  
Supervisor: Anmol Chaddh

*“En Las Malas Se Conoce a Los Amigos”: Social isolation and identity formation among Miami’s African American and second generation Latino youth*

Nicholas Tabor  
Supervisor: Paulo Barrozo

*Mere Logic: A Social-Theoretical Typology for the Study of Reason*

Lauren Thomas  
Supervisor: Ioanna Tourkochoriti

*The effect of advertising on autonomy*
**Frances Tompkins**  
Supervisor: Robert Lindsley

*Self in Society: Sociological Imagination and Career Development Among Service Program Alumni*

**Jacob Victor**  
Supervisor: Darra Mulderry

*“A Collage of a Nation”: The Cultural Vision of Ralph Ellison and Saul Bellow*

**Kemeyawi Wahpepah**  
Supervisor: Sadhana Bery

*The Multiracial Movement and the Pursuit of Racial Justice in the United States*

**Jonathan Weigel**  
Supervisor: Robert Fannion

*Structuring Science: The Rise of Collaborative Malaria Research at Universities*

**Monique Wilson**  
Supervisor: Sadhana Bery

*Invisible People: New York City's White Poor*

**Michael Wolfe**  
Supervisor: Chris Sturr

*From Tin Foil to Silicon: Technological Change and the Commodification of Recorded Music*
Jarret Zafran  
Supervisor: Dan Hopkins  

*Beyond the Breakthrough: Do Campaign Styles Shape How Black Mayors Govern?*

Leah Zamore  
Supervisor: Jacqueline Bhabha  

*State of Exception: UNHCR and the Repatriation of Refugees*

Patrick Ziemnik  
Supervisor: Aaron Mauck  

*Institutionalization of Equitable Care: The Development and Diffusion of Efforts to Reduce Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Boston Hospitals*

Leo Zimmermann  
Supervisor: Egberg-Petersen  

*Schizophrenia as Abstract Machine*

Lauren Zletz  
Supervisor: Elizabeth Perry  

*General Education Reform and the Possibilities for Chinese Democracy*